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Six9 and 2Chainz Takeover South Carolina Radio Stations

Six9 & 2Chainz Get Played On South Carolina Radio Stations

South Carolina (PRWEB) August 19, 2014 -- Recently, South Carolina radio station Coast 97.3 debuted the hit
song “Black” by unsigned artist Six9 featuring popular American recording artist 2Chainz. The song was given
positive feedback from listeners and music critics of the southern state. Rumors have been circulating about
which record label Six9 will be signing to. While some speculate Six9 will be signing with Def Jam, other hip-
hop groups are saying YMCMB will become the unsigned artist's new home. The speculations may also be
contributed to the surprising collaboration between Lil Wayne, Six9, and Flomaticc.

Download the song by clicking here: "Black" by Six9 Feat: 2Chainz (Produced by Flomaticc).

What have you missed regarding this unsigned rapping phenomenon?

Warren Maurice Hamilton Jr. is known by the stage name Six9. This South Carolina unsigned artist has gained
a lot of momentum ever since he hit the scene late 2013. Six9 was first recognized for releasing a successful
mixtape in 2013 entitled “Six” that featured some heavy hitting producers such as, Shawty Redd, Metro
Boomin, and Flomaticc.

True hip-hop fanatic's recognize those names when they are mentioned. Shawty Redd was Def jams go to
producer for the majority of Young Jeezys early works. Metro Boomin has produced for Future and Gucci
mane. Flomaticc has produced songs and collaborated with American recording artist 2Chainz and Lil Wayne.
These guys are the real deal! In the early parts of Six9’s career, him and 2Chainz collaborated on a song called
“Black” which was produced by super producer Flomaticc. The song gave his career a jumpstart in Atlanta. Lil
Wayne actually got wind of this South Carolina rapper and personally wrote him a song titled “69 KAMA
SUTRA.” Lil Wayne Intentionally tailored the songs name to Warren Maurice Hamilton Jr.'s stage name.
That’s pretty impressive stuff, especially to be an unsigned artist.

Six9 is available in over 100 stores worldwide such as; Itunes, Amazon, Googleplay, IHeartRadio, and many
more. It's safe to say fans of hip hop music have added Six9 to their favorite playlist. Look forward to hearing
more news about the unsigned South Carolina rapper.
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Contact Information
Terry Wolf
Six9 Music
http://www.six9music.com
+1 8432411202

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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